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Adresse Sahra Cam San. ve Tic. Ltd. Sti. 
Dudullu Organization Industry Region  
1th Region 1th Street 
No: 1-13-14 Umraniye – Istanbul 

Pays Turkie

PRODUITS OU MACHINES
Sahra Cam, which was established in the year 2003 manufactures decorative glass products under the brand name of GLORE in different designs
after setting out with the thought in mind that glass is an indispensable part of the human life.

The sectors and fields of trade that we serve for are firstly the glassware sector, hotel and restaurants service groups, souvenir sellers, and the sectors
of promotion products, and decoration products.

Our company, which serves its customers in the domestic market and international markets under the brand name of GLORE has made it its main
principle to give services to its customers without compromising on quality.

The fact that the rich product range is composed by and with the efforts of the experienced design and manufacturing teams has made the brand
name GLORE one that is preferred in all the markets.

All the processes starting from the preparation of glass for manufacturing up to the final packaging phase are realized in our own facilities which have
an integrated structure.

All our products pass through a process of quality control one by one within the framework of our understanding of quality, which we pace great
importance on and are presented with pride for the use by our customers.

Considering the human resources one of the most important values that we have, supporting development, an understanding of contemporary
management which is based on communication, and respect for the environment and the nature are the main reasons for the existence of SAHRA
CAM.

While making the brand name of GLORE a leader in its field in the domestic market and international markets thanks to its unique design, our
company realizes 100 % customer satisfaction with the quality of its products.
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